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ABSTRACT
Human mobility prediction is of great importance for a wide spec-

trum of location-based applications. However, predicting mobility

is not trivial because of three challenges: 1) the complex sequential

transition regularities exhibited with time-dependent and high-

order nature; 2) the multi-level periodicity of human mobility; and

3) the heterogeneity and sparsity of the collected trajectory data.

In this paper, we propose DeepMove, an attentional recurrent net-

work for mobility prediction from lengthy and sparse trajectories.

In DeepMove, we first design a multi-modal embedding recurrent

neural network to capture the complicated sequential transitions

by jointly embedding the multiple factors that govern the human

mobility. Then, we propose a historical attention model with two

mechanisms to capture the multi-level periodicity in a principle

way, which effectively utilizes the periodicity nature to augment

the recurrent neural network for mobility prediction. We perform

experiments on three representative real-life mobility datasets, and

extensive evaluation results demonstrate that our model outper-

forms the state-of-the-art models by more than 10%. Moreover,

compared with the state-of-the-art neural network models, Deep-

Move provides intuitive explanations into the prediction and sheds

light on interpretable mobility prediction.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Location based services;Data min-
ing; •Human-centered computing→Ubiquitous andmobile
computing design and evaluation methods;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Human mobility prediction is of great importance in a wide spec-

trum of applications, ranging from smart transportation and urban
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planning, to resource management in mobile communications, per-

sonalized recommender systems, and mobile healthcare services.

By predicting the future locations people tend to visit, govern-

ments can design better transportation planning and scheduling

strategies to alleviate traffic jams and handle crowd aggregations.

Ride-sharing platforms like Uber and Didi also heavily rely on accu-

rate mobility prediction techniques, for better estimating the travel

demands of their customers and scheduling resources to meet such

demands accordingly. With the proliferation of such mobile appli-

cations, it has become a pressing need to understand the mobility

patterns of people from their historical traces and foresee their

future whereabouts.

By measuring the entropy of individual’s trajectory, Song et

al. [28] find remarkable stability in the predictability of human

mobility — 93% human movements are predictable according to

their study on a million-scale user base. So far, lots of research

efforts [5, 10, 20, 22, 28, 43] have been taken to turn this identified

predictability into actual mobility prediction models. Early methods

for mobility prediction are mostly pattern-based [4, 18, 25, 26, 42].

They first discover pre-defined mobility patterns (e.g., sequential

patterns, periodic patterns) from the trajectory traces, and then

predict future locations based on these extracted patterns. Such

methods, however, not only suffer from the one-sided nature of

the pre-defined patterns, but also ignore personal preferences that

are critical for mobility prediction. More recent developments turn

to model-based methods [16, 22, 43] for mobility prediction. They

leverage sequential statistical models (e.g., Markov chain or recur-

rent neural network) to capture the transition regularities of human

movements and learn the model parameters from the given training

corpus.

Despite the inspiring results of model-based mobility prediction,

there are several key challenges that remain to be solved to realize

the high potential predictability of human movements: (1) First,

human mobility exhibits complex sequential transition regularities.
In practice, the transitions between two arbitrary locations can

be time-dependent and high-order. For instance, the probability

of moving from home to office for a commuter is higher in work-

day mornings but often low in weekend mornings. Meanwhile, the

transition may not follow the simple and exact Markov chain as-

sumption, as people can go to different places (e.g., breakfast places)

in their commute routes, which lead to high-order and irregular

transition patterns. (2) Second, there is often multi-level periodicity
that governs human mobility. Periodicity has been demonstrated

as an important factor that governs human movements [6, 41].

However, existing mobility prediction models are mostly sequential

models that only capture the transitional regularities. Further, the
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mobility periodicity is often complex and multi-level, involving

daily routines, weekend leisure, yearly festivals, and even other

personal periodic activities. All these periodic activities interweave

with each other in complex ways and are difficult to be captured.

(3) The third challenge is heterogeneity and sparsity in the data

recording human mobility. Unlike intentionally collected tracking

data like taxi trajectories, most data recording human mobility is

low-sampling in nature, and the location information is recorded

only when the user accesses the location service. Such sparsity

makes it difficult for training a mobility model for each individual.

Aggregating the data of all users, on the other hand, may face the

problem of mixing personalized mobility patterns together and

suffer from low prediction accuracy.

In this paper, we propose DeepMove, an attentional recurrent

neural network model for predicting human mobility from lengthy

and sparse trajectories. In DeepMove, we utilize a multi-modal re-

current neural network to capture the multiple factors that govern

the transition regularities of human movements. Specifically, we de-

sign a multi-modal embedding module that converts sparse features

(e.g., time of day, region, user) into dense representations, which

are then fed into a recurrent neural network to model long-range

and complex dependencies in a trajectory sequence. DeepMove is

capable of discovering the transitional regularities that are shared

by all the users, while flexibly leveraging user embeddings to cap-

ture personalized movement preferences. Another key component

in DeepMove is a historical attention module, which captures the

multi-level periodicity of human mobility in a principled way. The

attention component is jointly trained to select historical records

that are highly correlated with the current prediction timestamp. It

thus flexibly utilizes periodic movement regularities to augment the

recurrent neural network and improve prediction accuracy. Better

still, the learned attention weights offer an easy-to-interpret way

to understand which historical activities are emphasized in the

prediction process.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose an attentional recurrent model, DeepMove, to

predict human mobility from long-range and sparse trajec-

tories. Our model combines two regularities in a principled

way: heterogeneous transition regularity and multi-level pe-

riodicity. To the best of our knowledge, DeepMove is the first

model that simultaneously combines these two important

regularities for accurate mobility prediction.

• We design two attention mechanisms that are tailored to

cooperate with the recurrent module. The first is to directly

embed historical record into independent latent vectors and

use the current status to selectively focus on relevant histor-

ical steps; while the second preserves the sequential infor-

mation among historical records. Both unveil the periodicity

of human mobility by matching historical records with the

current status, and rationalize the prediction making process.

• We perform extensive experiments on three representative

real-lifemobility datasets. Our results demonstrate that Deep-

Move outperforms state-of-the-art mobility prediction mod-

els by more than 10%. DeepMove shows outstanding gener-

alization ability and is robust across trajectory datasets that

have different natures. Furthermore, compared with exist-

ing RNN models, DeepMove provides intuitive explanations

into the prediction and sheds light on interpretable mobility

prediction.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first formulate

the problem and discuss the motivation of our work in Section 2.

Following the motivation, we introduce details of the architecture

of DeepMove in Section 3. After that, we apply our model on three

real-world mobility datasets and conduct extensive analysis on the

performance in Section 4. After systematically reviewing the related

works in Section 5, we finally conclude our paper in Section 6.

2 PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we first formally formulate the mobility prediction

problem, and then briefly introduce the recurrent neural network.

Finally, we discuss the motivation and overview our solution.

2.1 Problem Formulation
Definition 1 (Trajectory Seqence). Spatiotemporal point q

is a tuple of time stamp t and location identification l , i.e., q = (t , l).
Given a user identificationu, trajectory sequence S is a spatiotemporal
point sequence, i.e., Su = q1q2...qn .

Definition 2 (Trajectory). Given a trajectory sequence Su and
a time window tw , trajectory is a subsequence Sutw = qiqi+1..qi+k of
Su in the time window tw , if ∀ 1 < j ≤ k, tqj belongs to tw .

At them-th time window twm , the current trajectory of user u
can be defined as Sutwm

and the trajectory history can be denoted

as Sutw
1

Sutw
2

...Sutwm−1
, where tw can be one specific day, one week

or one month in the year.

Problem 1 (Mobility prediction). Given the current trajectory
Sutwm

= q1q2..qn and the corresponding trajectory history Sutw
1

Sutw
2

...Sutwm−1
,

predict the next spatiotemporal point qn+1 in the trajectory.

In this paper, we quantify the time interval of the spatiotemporal

point into a fixed value, i.e., 30 minutes. Thus, the mobility predic-

tion is simplified to predict the next location identification l in the

next time interval.

2.2 Recurrent Neural Network
Recurrent Neural Network [11] is a class of neural networks with

cycle and internal memory units to capture sequential information.

Long short-term memory (LSTM) [14] and gated recurrent unit

(GRU) [7] are widely used recurrent units. LSTM consists of one

cell state and three controlled gates to keep and update the cell

state. Based on the input and last cell state, LSTM first updates

the cell state with parts to keep and parts to drop. Then, LSTM

generates the output from the cell state with learnable weight. GRU

is a popular variant of LSTM which replaces the forget gate and the

input gate with only one update gate. The updating formulations

of GRU are as follows,

ft = σ (Wf xxt +Wf hht−1 + bf ), (1)

rt = σ (Wrxxt +Wrhht−1 + br ), (2)

ct = tanh(Wcxxt + rt ∗ (Wchht−1) + bc ), (3)

ht = (1 − ft ) ∗ ct + ft ∗ ht−1, (4)
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Figure 2: Motivation and Intuition of our solution.

where xt is the input in time t , ht−1 is the last output of GRU unit,

multiple matrixW are different gate parameters, multiple vectors

b are the bias vectors for different part, ∗ means element-wise

multiplication, ft is the update weight, rt is the reset gates, ct is
the candidate and ht is the output result. According to Chung et al.

[7], GRU achieves the similar performance in multiple tasks with

less computation, which is used as the basic recurrent unit in our

proposed model.

2.3 Overview
As a powerful sequence modeling tool, the recurrent neural net-

work can capture long-range dependencies of sequential informa-

tion. However, when the sequence is too long, i.e., a long sentence

with more than 20 words, its performance will degrade rapidly [1].

According to the typical mobility datasets, the average length of

one day’s trajectory for mobile application data varies from 20 to

100, which obviously exceeds the processing ability of recurrent

neural network. Figure 1 plots the prediction accuracy obtained

by a simple recurrent neural network. It shows that the prediction

accuracy varies significantly with the testing trajectory. The longer

the time extends, the worse performance the prediction achieves.

Thus, with the recurrent neural network, we can only process lim-

ited length trajectory with a short duration of one day or even

shorter.

Directly applying the recurrent neural network to solve the

mobility prediction problem is intuitive but inefficient. Except the

long-term nature mentioned above, some other challenges also

make it failed. The first is the multi-level periodicity of human

mobility. Generally, there exists several periodicities in human

activities: day, week, month and even other personal periodicities,

and thus the multi-level periodicity becomes a universe pattern that

governs the human mobility. However, the general recurrent neural

network can do little to handle this because of the long-term effect

and the complicated influencing factors from the trajectory. Besides,

because userswill not report their activities in every location (unlike

uniform sampling traces of taxi [31]), most collected mobility data

is sparse and incomplete, which cannot record the periodical nature

of human mobility. In general, the data quality problem degrades

the performance in two ways. The first one is that the missing data

will puzzle the recurrent neural network, and induce it to learn

the wrong transition information. The other one is that the sparse

data makes it difficult to train model for every individual. Even for

capturing the transition relations, the recurrent neural network

faces the problem of the time-dependent and high-order nature

of human mobility. In conclusion, the recurrent neural network

faces the problem of periodicity, data sparsity and complicated

transitions, which prevent it to achieve high prediction accuracy

for human mobility.

Based on the above observations, we propose DeepMove, an at-

tentional recurrent neural network for predicting human mobility

from the lengthy, periodical and incomplete trajectories. Figure 2

presents the intuition behind our solution: not only the sequential

information from the current activities decides the next mobility sta-

tus but also the periodical information from the trajectory history

takes effects. In DeepMove, we first involve multi-modal recurrent

neural network to capture the complicated transition relationship.

In the multi-modal recurrent neural network, we design a multi-

modal embedding module to convert the sparse features (e.g., user,

location, time of day) into dense representations, which are more ex-

pressing and computable. Then, they are jointly fed into a recurrent

neural network to capture the complicated transition relationship.

With the help of user embedding, DeepMove can distinguish every

user and learn the personal preference while training a single model

for all users to learn and share similar mobility regularities. Besides,

the time representation involved in the embedding gives recurrent

neural network the ability to model the time-dependent nature.

Another key component of DeepMove is the historical attention

module, which is designed to capture the multi-level periodical

nature of human mobility by jointly selecting the most related his-

torical trajectories under the current mobility status. The historical

attention module first extracts spatiotemporal features from the

historical trajectories by an extractor. Then, these features are se-

lected by the current mobility status based on the spatiotemporal

relations to generate the most related context. By combining this

context with the current mobility status, we could predict the mobil-

ity based on not only the sequential relation but also the multi-level

periodical regularity.

3 THE DEEPMOVE MODEL
3.1 Multi-modal Recurrent Prediction

Framework
Figure 3 presents the architecture of Deepmove. It consists of three

major components: 1) feature extracting and embedding; 2) recur-

rent module and historical attention; and 3) prediction.

3.1.1 Feature Extracting and Embedding. The trajectories are
partitioned into two parts: current trajectory and historical tra-

jectory. The current trajectory is processed by the recurrent layer
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Figure 3: Main architecture of DeepMove.

to model the complicated sequential information. The trajectory

history is handled by the historical attention module to extract

the regularity of mobility. Before that, all the trajectories are first

embedded by the multi-modal embedding module. Simple model

like Markov chains can only describe the transitions between in-

dependent states like locations. However, mobility transitions are

governed by multiple factors like time of day and user preference.

Thus, we design a multi-modal embedding module to jointly embed

the spatiotemporal features and the personal features into dense

representations to help model the complicated transitions. In prac-

tice, all the available features of one trajectory point including time,

location, user ID can be numbered. Then, the numbered features

are translated into one-hot vectors and inputted to the multi-modal

embedding module. The ID number of any new user, which is

not appeared in the training set, is fixed as 0. According to the

word2vec project [24], compared with the limited one-hot repre-

sentation, the dense representation can better capture the precise

semantic spatiotemporal relationship. Another advantage is that

this dense representation is always lower dimension, which benefits

the follow-up computation.

3.1.2 Recurrent Module and Historical Attention. The recurrent
module aims to capture the complicated sequential information or

long-range dependencies contained in the current trajectory. We

select GRU as the basic recurrent unit because of its computation

efficiency without performance decay. The recurrent lay takes the

spatiotemporal vector sequence embedded by the multi-modal em-

bedding layer as input and outputs the hidden state step by step.

These hidden states are called as the current status of the mobility.

In every step, the output hidden state flows to historical attention

module and prediction module. Paralleled with the recurrent mod-

ule is the historical attention module, which is designed to capture

mobility regularity from the lengthy historical records. It takes

the historical trajectory as the input and outputs the most related

context vector when queried by a query vector from the recurrent

module. More details about the historical attention module are

discussed in the next section.

3.1.3 Prediction. The prediction module is the final component

that combines the context from different modules to complete the

prediction task. It consists of a concatenate layer, several fully con-

nected layers and an output layer. The concatenate layer combines

all the features from the historical attention module, recurrent

module, and embedding module into a new vector. Following the

concatenate layer, fully connected layers further process the feature

vector into a smaller and more expressing vector. Finally, the output

layer consists of a soft-max layer with negative sampling. Negative

sampling [24] can approximately maximize the log probability of

the soft-max, which is widely used in natural language processing

because of its large vocabulary. In our problem, the size of the lo-

cation candidate set can also be up to ten thousand, which makes

the location representation sparse and the system difficult to train.

With the help of negative sampling, our model can converge rapidly.

In the practice, the instances of negative sampling are generated

by following the uniform distribution.

3.2 Historical Attention Module
To capture the multi-level periodicity of human mobility, we need

an auto-selector to choose the most related historical records of

current mobility status from the trajectory history as the period-

icity representation. Inspired by the human visual attention na-

ture and the attention mechanism widely used in natural language

translation [1], we design a historical attention module to imple-

ment the auto-selector. As Figure 3 presents, it is comprised of

two components: 1) an attention candidate generator to generate

the candidates, which are exactly the regularities of the mobility;

2) an attention selector to match the candidate vectors with the

query vector, i.e., the current mobility status. We first introduce

the basic formulation of attention module, and then discuss two

specific candidate generation mechanisms.

3.2.1 Attention Selector. The goal of attention module is to cal-

culate the similarity between the query vector (i.e., the current

mobility status) and the candidate vectors to generate the context

vector. The attention module is parametrized as a feed-forward

neural network that can be trained with the whole neural network.

Figure 4(a) presents the framework of this neural network. The

attention computation formulations are as follows,

ct =
∑

αisi , (5)

αi = σ (f (ht , si )), (6)

f (ht , s) = tanh(htWs), (7)

where s represents the historical features,W is the learnable pa-

rameters, ht is the query vector which denotes current mobility

status from the recurrent layer, f represents the score function, σ
is the soft-max function and ct is the context output representing
the periodicity related to the current mobility status. While there

are many other variations of attention model [21], we choose the

original one for its simplicity and general expressions.

3.2.2 Attention Candidate Generator. To provide the candidate

vectors for the attention selector, we discuss two specific generation

mechanisms.
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Figure 4: Architecture of the historical attention module.

1) Embedding Encode Module. The first is the embedding encode

mechanism, whose implementation structure is presented in Figure

4(b). The embedding encode module directly embeds the historical

records into independent latent vectors as the candidate vectors.

It is composed of three components: 1) a shaping layer for dis-

organizing the ordered trajectory sequence into a history matrix

with fixed-length temporal dimension and variable-length spatial

dimension; 2) a sampling layer for the location sampling; 3) fully

connected layers. The shaping layer is a fixed layer, whose structure

and parameters are manual assigned. In this layer, we reorganize

the trajectory vectors into a two dimension matrix (for the conve-

nience of discussion, we omit the embedding dimension logically

for the time being). In the temporal dimension, we align all the

time of trajectory into one week or two days, which is designed

to simulate the periodical nature of human mobility. In the spatial

dimension, we collect all the locations appeared in the same time

period to keep a visited location set for every time slot. Following

the shaping layer is a sampling layer which is designed to sam-

ple location from the visited location set in every time slot. We

design three kinds of sampling strategies: 1) average sampling; 2)

maximum sampling; 3) none sampling. Average sampling strategy

adds up all the location embedding vectors in the set at every time

slot and calculates the mean value as their representation. In this

way, all the historical information can be reserved. The maximum

sampling strategy is based on the periodical assumption of human

mobility: the most frequently visited location means a lot to the

user. It works by selecting the most frequent location embedding

vector as the representation for every time slot. None sampling

strategy is to reserve all the location and flatten them along the

temporal dimension without any processing. In the last of the paper,

the sampling layer with average sampling strategy is the default

settings for the embedding encode mechanism. The final fully con-

nected layers further process the historical spatiotemporal vectors

into the appropriate shape.

2) Sequential Encode Module. The second mechanism is the se-

quential encode mechanism, whose implementation structure is

presented in Figure 4(c). It consists of a recurrent neural network.

The sequential encode module takes the historical records as input

and keeps the intermediate outputs of every step as the candidate

vectors. Different from the embedding encode module, it does not

directly simulate the periodicity and reserves all the spatiotemporal

information. Based on multi-modal embedding method mentioned

above, the recurrent neural network can extract complex sequen-

tial information from the historical records. Compared with the

embedding encode module, sequential encode module relies on

the follow-up attention selector to capture the periodical informa-

tion. Besides, the sequential encode module projects the historical

records into a latent space which is similar to the current mobility

status in. This similar projection result also benefits the follow-up

attentional selection.

3.3 Training Algorithm
Algorithm 1 outlines the training process of DeepMove. DeepMove

works in an end-to-end manner without requiring hand-crafting

features. In general, next location prediction from the limited dis-

crete location list can be regarded as a multi-classification problem,

we choose the cross-entropy loss as our loss function. In practice,

we use Backward Propagation Through Time (BPTT) and Adam

[17] to train it. The historical attention module is parameterized to

a feed-forward neural network that can be jointly trained with the

whole recurrent neural network.

Algorithm 1: Training algorithm for DeepMove

Input: Time window: tw ;Trajectory: {Su1 , Su2 , ..., Sun }.
Output: Trained ModelM .

//construct training instances

D ←− ∅

for u ∈ {u1, ...,un } do
form ∈ {1, 2, ...,M} do

Suc = Sutwm
; Suh = Sutw

1

Sutw
2

...Sutwm−1
put a training instance (u,m, Suc , S

u
h ) into D

initialize the parameters θ
for i ∈ {1, 2, ...,EPOCH } do

select instance Du
m withm in order for user u from D

update θ by minimizing the objective with Du
m

stop training when criteria is met

output trained modelM

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
4.1 Datasets
We collect three representative real-life mobility datasets to eval-

uate the performance of our proposed model. The first one is the

public Foursquare check-in data, the second one is a mobile appli-

cation location data from a popular social network vendor, and the

last one is call detail records (CDR) data from a major cellular net-

work operator. The generation mechanism of trajectory records of

three data is totally different, which represent three main location

generation mechanisms in the reality.

• Call detail records data with location records generates in

the base station of cellular network when users access it for

communication and data accessing.
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• Mobile application data with location records generates in

the application servers when users request location service

in the application like search, check-in and so on.

• In Foursquare, users always intentionally publish their loca-

tion information to share with other friends and the public,

which is the check-in location.

Besides, three datasets are collected among three different cities

during different time period. All of these features ensure the repre-

sentativeness of our data. The basic information of three mobility

datasets is presented in Table 1. Figure 5 shows the spatiotemporal

features of three mobility data. The details about the datasets and

basic preprocessing procedure are discussed as follows.

Dataset Foursquare Mobile Application Cellular Network

City New York Beijing Shanghai

Duration 1 year 1 month 1 month

Users 15639 5000 1075

Records 293559 15007511 491077

Locaitons 43379 31522 17785

Loc./User 40 48 40

Table 1: Basic statistics of mobility datasets.
FoursquareCheck-inData:This data is collected from Foursquare

API from Feb. 2010 to Jan. 2011 in New York. Every record in the

data consists of user ID, timestamp, GPS location and POI ID. The

data is sparse and the average length of records for one user is about

18 during one year. Thus, we filter out the users with less than 10

records and then cut the left trajectories into several sessions based

on the interval between two neighbor records. Further, we filter out

the sessions with less than 5 records and the users with less than 5

sessions. Here, we choose 72 hours as the default interval threshold

based on the practice. Besides, we normalize the time stamp into

one week with keeping the original order of the trajectory.

Mobile Application Data: This data is collected from the most

popular social network vendor in China. It records the location of

users whenever they request the localization service in the applica-

tions. The data is collected from 17 Nov. 2016 to 31 Oct. 2016. The

localization of the records is mainly achieved by GPS modules on

the mobile phone and enhanced by other possible sensors. For the

convenience of representation and computation, the GPS location

is projected into street block, which can be represented as a street

block ID.

Call Detail RecordsData:This data is collected from onemajor

cellular network operator in China. It records the spatiotemporal

information of users when they access the cellular networks (i.e.,

making phone calls, sending short messages, or consuming data

plan). The data is collected from 1 Jan. 2016 to 31 Jan. 2016. The

spatial granularity of it is the cellular base station, which is similar

to street block.

Different from the sparse Foursquare check-in data, mobile appli-

cation data and call detail records data are both dense daily mobility

data [34, 35]. In order to obtain meaningful trajectory from them,

we first split the whole trajectory into different sessions by the date.

Further, we split one day into 48 pieces and aggregate the records

in the same time slot into one record. In practice, because of the

duplication of the raw mobility data, we filter out these records

during the same period of time.
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Figure 5: Spatiotemporal features of three mobility data.

Other information about three mobility data can refer to Table 1

and Figure 5. To protect the privacy of the users, the base station ID,

the street block ID and the user ID are all anonymous. Meanwhile,

we want to point out that only the core researchers can access to the

data with the strict non-disclosure agreements. Besides, all the data

are stored in a secure local server. After processing data without

leaking user privacy, we will open and publish these datasets and

codes for the community.

4.2 Experimental Setup
To evaluate the accuracy of our predictive model, we compared the

proposed model with several most updated methods: (1) Markov
model is widely used to predict human prediction [16, 22] for a

long time. They regard all the visited locations as states and build a

transition matrix to capture the first order transition probabilities

between them. (2) PMM [6], which is recently proposed, assumes

that mobility location follows a spatiotemporal mixture model and

predicts the next locations with periodicity into consideration. (3)

RNN-based model [11, 20] can be regarded as a simplification

version of our model without historical attention module. We adapt

the ST-RNN [20] to our scene where only anonymous location

ID is known, while the original version focuses on modeling the

continuous spatiotemporal information. In the experiments, RNN-

Short means that the trajectory is fed into the model day by day,

while RNN-Longmeans that the whole trajectory lasting one month

is directly fed into the model.The recurrent module of RNN-based

model is GRU, which is the same with our model.

Training Settings Value Feature (Size) Input Output

learning rate (lr) 1e-3 location ≈10000 256

the decay of lr 0.1 time {48,168} 16

L2 penalty 1e-5 user ID ≈1000 16

gradient clip 1.0 hidden state 300 256

Table 2: The default parameter settings for DeepMove.

The default training settings for our proposed model are pre-

sented in Table 2, while the same parameters are used to train and

evaluate the baseline RNN model. The experiments are conducted

in terms of test-train mode, where the first 80% of each users’ tra-

jectory are selected as training data, the remaining 20% as testing

data. In the following experiments, we utilize GRU as the default

recurrent module of our model. In practice, the performance of GRU

and LSTM are close, which are much better than the performance

of vanilla RNN [7]. We repeat our experiments at least 3 times with

different random seed.
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4.3 Overall Performance
We evaluate our model with the baseline methods on three mobility

datasets to present the performance of our model. We rank the

candidate locations by the probabilities generated from the model,

and check whether the ground-truth location v appears in the top-

k candidate locations. The results of top-1 and top-5 prediction

accuracy are presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Performance comparison with baselines.

We first analyze the result of Foursquare check-in data in Figure

6. In baseline methods, general RNN model works better than oth-

ers significantly because of its powerful sequence modeling ability.

Compared with the performance of the general RNN, we find that

the prediction accuracy of our model is about 31.63% better on aver-

age. This suggests that there indeed exist periodical regularity in the

human mobility, which helps to improve the prediction accuracy.

As the general RNN captures the complex sequential transition

from the current trajectory, recurrent part of our model can also do

like this. Nevertheless, our model utilizes the historical attention

module to capture the periodical regularity from the lengthy trajec-

tory history. Such attention mechanism on the trajectory helps our

model understand the human mobility and achieve much better

prediction accuracy.

Evaluation results of the other two mobility datasets also demon-

strate the superiority and generalization of our model. Compared

with the Foursquare check-in data, cellular neural network data

and mobile application data completely record human’s daily life.

As Figure 6 presents, the performance of our historical attention

model outperforms the general RNN model over 8.04% on average

in mobile application data. The performance gain is 5.16% on aver-

age in cellular network data, which demonstrates the generalization

of our model. Compared with the general RNN, the advantage of

our model is that it can capture the periodical regularity of human

mobility from trajectory history. In general, our model significantly

outperforms all the baseline methods on three different mobility

data in terms of prediction accuracy.

Besides, we compare our models with the baseline methods on

the raw schema, i.e., without deleting the duplication, of two daily

mobility data. In Table 3, we can observe that our model outper-

forms the general RNN model by only about 1%, which achieves

the prediction accuracy of 69.4%. Meanwhile, even the prediction

accuracy of Markov model comes up to 50% in two mobility data.

According to a further analysis of the data, we find that many users

always stay in a location for several hours during the day. For this

kind of trajectory, we can achieve pretty well results in location

prediction only by simply copying the current input, where com-

plex methods like attention mechanism takes minor effect because

of the principal influence of the current input. Apparently, the per-

formance gain of our DeepMove will be limited. However, it will

work well on the mobility data where users move around different

places.

cellular network mobile application

Markov 0.459 0.595

RNN 0.595 0.690

Our model 0.593 0.694

Table 3: Prediction performance on dense mobility data.

4.4 Reason Interpretation: Visualization of
Historical Attention Weights

Because of the importance of periodicity of human mobility, our

model, especially the historical attention module, is designed to

capture the periodicity of human mobility. Thus, in this section, we

discuss whether our periodicity assumption appears and whether

our model really captures it.

In Figure 7, we visualize the output of historical attention module

to demonstrate this. To obtain the visualization, we first collect the

normalized weight of historical attention module for a little seed

users, and align them together on the time dimension. Then, we

re-normalize the weights and draw them in Figure 7 in terms of

the heatmap. The horizontal axis and vertical axis of every square

matrix in Figure 7 are both time period, the shade of the grids de-

scribe the weight, where the deeper green means the larger weight.

For example, the top-left square matrix in Figure 7(a) shows us

the distribution of the historical attention weight from 8.am. to 8.

pm. during the weekday via the weekday’s historical trajectories

in mobile application data. The diagonal entries of it are remark-

ably larger than other entries, which shows the day-level regularity

of human mobility in the different workday. The top-left square

matrix in Figure 7(b) shows the similar result, while it is based

on another cellular network data. The bottom-right square matrix

in Figure 7(b) shows the attention distribution in the weekend in

cellular network data, which also reveals a remarkably day-level

regularity. In general, the results of Figure 7 show that our model

indeed captures the regularity and periodicity from the historical

trajectory. Meanwhile, our historical attention module not only im-

proves the prediction accuracy but also offers an easy-to-interpret

way to understand which historical activities are emphasized in the

future mobility.

4.5 Model Variations
In order to present the efficiency of historical attention module,

we first compare two proposed historical attention modules in

terms of prediction accuracy and computation efficiency, and then

discuss how different sampling strategies in the embedding encode

attention module can influence the final results. Finally, we discuss

the effect of user embedding and present the effectiveness of our

model in describing personal preference.
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Figure 7: Visualization of the output of historical attention
module. Everymatrix presents the correlations between cur-
rent trajectory and historical trajectory. The diagonal en-
tries of matrix present the correlations of trajectories in the
same time period of different days. The shade of the grids de-
scribe the weight where the deeper green means the larger
weight. For example, the top-left matrix in (a) shows the cor-
relations of the current trajectory and the historical trajec-
tory on workdays on cellular network data. The highlight
diagonal entries tell us that trajectories during the workday
are periodical. The bottom-right matrix in (b) tells us that
trajectories during the weekend are even more periodical
than the workday.

We compare the performance and efficiency of our proposed two

historical attention module on two datasets. The results are pre-

sented in Table 4. The sequential encode attention module works

better than the embedding encode attention module in most of

the time especially in mobile application data, while the latter one

computes more efficiently. Two reasons may account for the better

performance of the sequential encode attention module: 1) it cap-

tures sequential information along the lengthy trajectory to some

extent, while the embedding encoder cannot; 2) the latent space of

output of it is more similar to the current mobility status’s because

of the similar generation structure.

Besides, we evaluate the system performance of different sam-

pling strategies in the sampling layer of embedding encode atten-

tion module. As mentioned in the model section, we design three

kinds of sampling strategies in the historical attention module: av-

erage sampling, maximum sampling, and none sampling. Figure

8(a) shows the evaluation results of three different samplings in

two datasets in terms of top-1 prediction accuracy. In general, the

average sampling strategy works better among three strategies,

while the maximum sampling strategy performs a little worse, the

result shows us that most people own regular mobility pattern and

limited locations to visit. The performance gap of three strategies

on cellular network data is larger than the mobile application data.

Finally, we identify every single user with a user ID and add

user ID embedding feature to the model to capture the personality.

The results are presented in Figure 8(b). Obvious performance gain

can be observed in the general RNN model after adding the user

ID embedding. However, the performance gain of our model can

be omitted, which demonstrates that our proposed model not only

capture deeper periodical pattern but also characterize personal

regularities.
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Figure 8: Performance variation with the model design.

Dataset Model Top-1 Accuracy Overhead(s)

cellular network

attention 1 0.22 ≈600

attention 2 0.24 ≈1600

mobile application

attention 1 0.24 ≈2600

attention 2 0.27 ≈11200

Table 4: Efficiency of two attention models.

4.6 Evaluation on User Groups
In order to evaluate the variation of performance gain among dif-

ferent users, we cluster them into different groups based on three

rules: mobility entropy [8], explore ratio, radius of gyration [10].

Mobility entropy calculates the entropy of locations in trajectory,

which is related to the regularity level of human mobility. Explore

ratio represents the fraction of new locations in test data, which do

not exist during the training. Thus, one person with more regular

behaviors should have lower mobility entropy and lower explore

ratio. The final rule is the radius of gyration which describes the

spatial range of the mobility.

The evaluation results are presented in Figure 9, where the ver-

tical axis shows the performance gain compared with the baseline

method-general RNN. There are two interesting insights from the

result: 1) our model outperforms the baseline method on almost

all kinds of users; 2) our model predicts non-regular users better

than baseline method that meets the goal of our historical attention

module. For example, in the top-left image of Figure 9, our model’s

prediction accuracy increases when the mobility entropy of users

increases. With the effective usage of lengthy historical trajectory,

our model captures the underlying and deeper periodical patterns

of human mobility.

5 RELATEDWORK
Works close to our work can be classified into two categories: model-

based methods and pattern-based methods. Besides, we introduce

related works on recurrent neural network and attention model.

Model-based methods: Markov model and its variations are com-

mon models of this approach. In Markov-based models [3, 16], they

model the probability of the future action by building a transition

matrix between several locations based on the past trajectories.
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Figure 9: Performance varies with mobility entropy/explore
ratio/radius of gyration (rg) on cellular network data (left)
and mobile application data (right).

To capture the unobserved characteristics between location transi-

tion, Mathew et al. [22] cluster the locations from the trajectories

and then train a Hidden Markov Model for each user. Consider-

ing the mobility similarity between user group, Zhang et al. [43]

propose GMove: a group-level mobility modeling method to share

significant movement regularity. Different from existing Markov-

based models, our model can model time-dependent and high order

transitions.

Pattern-based methods: Pattern-based methods [25, 26, 34, 40, 42]

first discover the popular sequential mobility patterns from the tra-

jectory, and then try to predict the mobility based on these popular

patterns. Matrix factorization can also be regarded as a kind of pat-

tern discovered method. Matrix factorization (MF) [18, 29] emerges

from recommendation system and the basic idea of it is to factorize

the users-items matrix into two latent matrices which represent

the users and items characteristics. Cheng et al. [4] fuse MF with

the geographical influence by modeling the location probability

as a multi-center Gaussian Model. Combining Markov model with

matrix factorization, Rendle et al. [27] propose factorized person-

alized Markov model (FPMC) to do item recommendation. Based

on FPMC, Cheng et al. [5] propose a matrix factorization method

named FPMC-LR to capture the sequence transition with Markov

chain while considering the localized region constraint. Compared

with pattern-based methods, our model can not only model the

transitional regularities shared by all the users but also model the

personal preference based on the user embedding and personal

historical trajectory.

Recurrent neural network: Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [12,

19] is a powerful tool to capture the long-range dependencies in the

sequence and have achieved success in Natural Language Process-

ing (NLP) [1, 30], Image Caption [36], etc. Because of its powerful

representation ability, RNN have been applied to many fields like

click prediction [44], recommendation system [13] and mobility

prediction [9, 15, 20, 23, 37, 38]. RNN-based models is also a kind of

model-based method. Liu et al. [20] propose Spatial Temporal Re-

current Neural Networks (ST-RNN) to model temporal and spatial

contexts. However, the proposed model is too complicated to train

and apply with so many parameters. Besides, it can not be applied

into the discrete location prediction scene because of its continuous

spatial modeling method. Du et al. [9] propose Recurrent Marked

Temporal Point Process (RMTPP) to learn the conditional intensity

function automatically from the history. However, this model is

not specific for the trajectory prediction and do not consider the

natural characteristics of trajectory like multi-level periodicity. By

coupling convolutional and recurrent neural network, the Yao et

al. [39] propose DeepSense: a unified deep learning framework

for mobile sensing data. However, this model needs uniform sam-

pling data and also does not consider the multi-level periodicity of

trajectory.

Attention model: Based on the seq2seq model [30], Bahdanau et

al. [1] introduce attention mechanism into neural machine transla-

tion task. The attention mechanism strengthens not only the ability

of RNN in capturing the long-range dependencies but also the inter-

pretability. Attention mechanism has been applied into many other

fields such as image caption [36] and recommendation system [2],

which achieves satisfactory result. To the best of our knowledge,

we are the first to propose the attention mechanism into mobility

prediction to model human mobility.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the problem of mobility prediction

from the sparse and lengthy trajectories.We proposed an attentional

mobility model DeepMove, which enjoys two novel characteristics

compared to previous methods: 1) a multi-modal embedding re-

current neural network for capturing multiple factors that govern

the transition regularities of human mobility; and 2) a historical

attention module for modeling the multi-level periodicity of human

mobility. Extensive experiments on three real-life mobility datasets

show that DeepMove significantly outperforms all the baselines.

Meanwhile, the visualization of historical attention weights shows

that DeepMove is able to effectively capture meaningful periodici-

ties for mobility prediction.

There are several future directions for our work. First, we cur-

rently only predict the next location because we fixed the time

interval in practice. In the future, we plan to expand the location

prediction into the spatiotemporal point prediction by taking the

potential duration into consideration. Second, our current work

does not consider the semantic context in the trajectory like point

of interests [32, 33] and user’s tweets because of the limitation of

data. In the future, we plan to add these semantic information into

the model to predict not only the location but also the underlying

motivation of user’s movement.
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